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Project Overview
iclimabuilt’s goal is to create an open access ecosystem for developing,
upscaling and testing innovations in building envelope materials and
technical systems via its 9 Pilot Lines (PLs) to reach Nearly Zero Energy
Buildings (nZEB) balance.

Through the iclimabuilt project a cross-domain business ecosystem
combining the capabilities of different experts, building the connection
between suppliers and users, based on the cooperation within
interdisciplinary entities to support new product development/upscaling
and testing, satisfy customer needs based on a case-by-case assessment of
the underlying barriers of each technology, and eventually incorporate the
next round of innovations in building envelope materials and technical
systems will be formed.
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Project Overview
iclimabuilt will support the translation of research results into innovations
and will help small high-tech firms to scale up and cope with the continuous
rising of technological complexity by providing a Single-Entry-Point for
necessary infrastructures and tools to test, validate and upscale new
technological solutions.

iclimabuilt will do so with the aim to accelerate the development of
additional leading-edge technology by focusing on:
Materials Development

Design and Assembly
of Technical Systems

Monitoring and
Characterization Strategies
to Support Decision-Making

Dissemination and
Exploitation Activities

Refined and Expedited
Access to Financing Solutions

An open innovation test bed for building envelope materials

Open Innovation Test Bed

The main goal of OITBs is to assist companies and users advance from
validation in a laboratory to prototypes in industrial environments by
giving them access to technology.
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Impact
Iclimabuilt will provide easy open access through its Single-Entry Point
(SEP) to:
- Industrial partners, including SMEs,
- Pilot Lines related to materials development, manufacturing, and
system integration,
- Advanced characterization techniques, modelling &amp; simulation
software, environmental assessment and consultancy on standardization
and regulatory aspects (including nanosafety) for upscaling concepts
related to materials for building envelopes.

Iclimabuilt key outcomes:
- At least 20% increase in the number of new SME users for existing test beds
- At least 20% improved industrial process parameters
- At least 30% faster verification of materials and system performance
- At least 30% faster verification of materials performance

Single-Entry-Point

iclimabuilt : Single-Entry-Point for necessary infrastructures and
tools to test, validate and upscale new technological solutions.

Single-Entry-Point
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Events

Kick of Meeting
The kick-off meeting was held via a video conference on 22nd and 23rd of
March. Representatives from the 27 iclimabuilt Partners (14 countries)
participated in this meeting, where they presented their organisations and
discussed their role and future work in the project.

INEGI

Multifunctional composite sandwiches
INEGI, in the scope of the iCLIMABUILT project, aims to develop new
mult-ifunctional composite sandwiches (MCS) with enhanced thermal/energy
efficiency and acoustic performance, to be used as structural lightweight
modular panels for construction.
INEGI’s pilot line for the composite panels' production consists of a vacuum-assisted system with a processing movable worktable and a fixed thermo-ventilated oven. Different updates are being considered to increase the diversity of
materials used for MCS production and to improve process monitoring and
control.
Steps are also being taken towards the introduction of new functionalities to
these MCS panels, by combining materials developed and produced within
other iCLIMABUILT pilot lines. Furthermore, the properties of these hybrid MCS
panels will be adapted to different climatic zones, according to the needs of
several Living Labs where the materials will be tested.
INEGI’s work in the ICLIMABUILT project started in April 2021 and the most promising material combinations are now being analysed to obtain MCS panels
aligned with a “nearly zero-energy, zero-emission” vision.
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